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Eulerian Video Magnification for Revealing Subtle Changes
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Figure 7: Eulerian video magnification used to amplify subtle motions of blood vessels arising from blood flow. For this video, we tuned th
temporal filter to a frequency band that includes the heart rate—0.88 Hz (53 bpm)—and set the amplification factor to ↵ = 10. To reduc
motion magnification of irrelevant objects, we applied a user-given mask to amplify the area near the wrist only. Movement of the radial an
ulnar arteries can barely be seen in the input video (a) taken with a standard point-and-shoot camera, but is significantly more noticeable
the motion-magnified output (b). The motion of the pulsing arteries is more visible when observing a spatio-temporal Y T slice of the wri
(a) and (b). The full wrist sequence can be found in the supplemental video.
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Problem Definition: Optical Flow

• How to estimate pixel motion from image H to image I?
– Find pixel correspondences
• Given a pixel in H, look for nearby pixels of the same color in I

• Key assumption
– color constancy: a point in H looks “the same” in image I
• For grayscale images, this is brightness constancy

Caution:
2D measured optical flow 6= 3D scene flow

Motion field exists but no optical flow

No motion field but shading changes

Brightness constancy
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Brightness constancy equation gives us:
1) a constraint on flow vector (u,v)
2) a linear approximation of pixel error

y
t

Aperature problem
We can only determine flow in direction parallel to gradient
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Challenges

• Aperture problem
Soln to brightness constancy equation may not be unique

• Small motion assumption
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Soln for aperture problem

1. Don’t try to estimate flow at unreliable points
(sparse flow)
2. Assume neighboring flow vectors are similar
(enforce spatial smoothness in dense flow feild)

Simple approach:
assume flow is constant over a neighborhood
min
u,v

X ⇣

I2 (x + u, y + v)

x,y2W

u(x,y) = u
v(x,y) = v

I1 (x, y)
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Edges – so,so (aperture problem)

SSD Surface at an Edge

SSD surface
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Sparse flow estimation (feature tracking)
1

0

0

1. User Harris corner score to find trackable patches
I2 (x + u, y + v)

0

u
I1 (x, y) ⇡ rI(x, y)
+ It (x, y)
v

2. Appy Lucas Kanade on those patches

Local motion estimation is hard

Where does false “t-junctions” appear to move?
We’d like to integrate local signals globally

Dense flow (I)

E(p) =

X

[I(W(x; p))

T (x)]2

x

Apply Lucas Kanade on successive frames of a video sequence
Generalize translation to other 2D warps (affine, homographies,…)

Applications: mosaicing

Homography warp works for some cases (rotations, planar scenes).
We’ll discuss a solution for others in a bit…

Dense flow (II)
Solve for global flow feild
min

X

u(x,y)
x,y
v(x,y)
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[I2 (x + u(x, y), y + v(x, y))

Z Z
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Aside: continuous case
I2 (x + u, y + v)

2

I1 (x, y) dxdy

Formal math is known as calculus of variations (we’re minimizing over the space of functions)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calculus_of_variations

Dense variational flow
If we assume small motions….
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Spatial regularization
Penalize differences in nearby flow vectors

Eintensity (u, v) =

Z Z
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||ru||2 + ||rv||2 dxdy

1. Unknowns (u,v) appear quadratically in above expression =>
discretize above and solve for them with a giant linear system
2. Challenge: outliers will overwhelm squared error term



Robust statistics

Energy function(u,v) is still convex (and globally optimizable with local search)

Robust statistics
(cont’d)

truncated quadratic

lorentzian

Energy function(u,v) not convex

Robust variational optical flow
min
u,v

Z Z

⇢(I2 (x + u, y + v)

first image

I1 (x, y) + ⇢(||ru||) + ⇢(||rv||)dxdy

quadratic flow

lorentzian flow

detected outliers

Reference
• Black, M. J. and Anandan, P., A framework for the robust estimation of optical flow, Fourth International
Conf. on Computer Vision (ICCV), 1993, pp. 231-236 http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/
576/03sp/readings/black93.pdf
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Revisiting the Small Motion Assumption

• Is this motion small enough?
– Probably not—it’s much larger than one pixel (2nd order terms dominate)
– How might we solve this problem?

Reduce the Resolution!

Soln 1: Coarse-to-fine Optical Flow

run iterative OF
upsample
run iterative OF
.
.
.

image
image HJ
Gaussian pyramid of image H

image
image II
Gaussian pyramid of image I

Soln 2: discrete optical flow estimation
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Discrete Markov Random Feild (MRF) with pixel-grid graph G=(V,E)
A Database and Evaluation Methodology for Optical Flow
Simon Baker · Daniel Scharstein · J.P. Lewis ·
Stefan Roth · Michael J. Black · Richard Szeliski

Example: SIFTFlow
Measure local appearances of patches using SIFT descriptors
Turns out that this can be used to align images of different scenes!

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

T flow for image pairs depicting the same scene/object. (a) shows the qu
c) and (d) show the best (lowest energy) match from the database and
to (a). (f) shows the warped SIFT image (d). (g) shows the estimated di
to the right.
Liu et al, PAMI 2011

Allows us to do nearest-neighbor label transfer for scene analysis
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[Some remaining challenges]

Remaining challenges: long-term optical flow
Combine long-term sparse feature tracking with variational flow regularization
(http://rvsn.csail.mit.edu/pv/)

Note the difficulty in getting regularization “right”!
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Figure 1. Top row: Image of a sequence where the person is stepping forward and moving his hands. The optical flow estimated
with the method from [4] is quite accurate for the main body and
the legs, but the hands are not accurately captured. Bottom row,
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Abstract

Estimate dense or

Fig. 4.
Evolution of estimated flow. Left: Overlayed input images. Right: Evolving flow field from
The literature currently provides two ways to establish
point correspondences
between images with moving
ob(right).
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jects. On one side, there are energy minimization methods
thethat
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tor matching
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spondences are very sparse, have limited accuracy, and due
to missing regularity constraints there are many outliers. In
this paper we propose a method that can combine the advantages of both matching strategies. A region hierarchy is
established for both images. Descriptor matching on these
regions provides a sparse set of hypotheses for correspondences. These are integrated into a variational approach
and guide the local optimization to large displacement solutions. The variational optimization selects among the hypotheses and provides dense and subpixel accurate estimates, making use of geometric constraints and all available image information.

1. Introduction
Optical flow estimation has been declared as a solved
problem several times. For restricted cases this is true, but
in more general cases, we are still far from a satisfactory solution. For instance estimating a dense flow field of people
with fast limb motions cannot yet be achieved reliably with
state-of-the-art techniques. This is of importance for many
applications, like long range tracking, motion segmentation,
or flow based action recognition techniques [5, 7].
Most contemporary optical flow techniques are based on
two important ingredients, the energy minimization framework of Horn and Schunck [6], and the concept of coarseto-fine image warping introduced by Lucas and Kanade [10]
to overcome large displacements. Both approaches have
been extended by robust statistics, which allow the treatment of outliers in either the matching or the smoothness
assumption, particularly due to occlusions or motion discontinuities [3, 14]. The technique in [4] further introduced
gradient constancy as a constraint which is robust to illu-

Set of matchable points and estimated
Ematch (u, v) =

X

Figure 1. Top row: Image of a sequence where the person is stepping forward and moving his hands. The optical flow estimated
with the method from [4] is quite accurate for the main body and
the legs, but the hands are not accurately captured. Bottom row,
left: Overlay of two successive frames showing the motion of one
of the hands. Center: The arm motion is still good but the hand
has a smaller scale than its displacement leading to a local minimum. Right: Color map used to visualize flow fields in this paper.
Smaller vectors are darker and color indicates the direction.

mination changes and proposed a numerical scheme that allows for a very high accuracy, provided the displacements
are not too large.
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matches. Consequently, the method cannot refine the flow
of structures that are smaller than their displacement, simply because the structure is smoothed away just at the level
when its flow is small enough to be estimated in the variational setting. The resulting flow is then close to the motion
of the larger scale structure. This still works well if the motion varies smoothly with the scale of the structures, and
even precise 3D reconstruction of buildings becomes possible [16]. Figure 1, however, shows an example, where
the hand motion is not estimated correctly because the hand
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no Ematch

with Ematch

Fig. 1. Left: The fast motion of a hand is a typical example where conventional warping methods fail. Center
Left: Optical flow field computed with such a warping
method [11]: the hand motion is missed. Center Right:
For comparison the optical flow field with the technique
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Apparent motion due to parallax

Object’s independent motion

Background motion due
to camera motion (egomotion)

Motion segmentation (I):
robustly estimate dominant motion
1. Assume parametric warp (typically homography)
2. Treat moving/non-planar objects as outliers in robust error function
X
E(p) =
⇢(I(W(x; p))) T (x))
x

Motion segmentation (II)
Treat as clustering problem

1.
2.

Obtain an initial estimate of flow (sparse or dense)
Cluster pixels using feature vectors (consisting of flow, RGB, etc.)

Generalize K-means to fit a parametric model (e.g., affine warp) rather than a centroid
Weiss & Adelson, CVPR 96
Uses “soft” K-means or EM algorithm

Motion segmentation (II)
Treat as clustering problem

Ideally, estimate flow and warp parameters jointly in one giant variational optimization
(I haven’t seen this; looks hard because of joint discrete / continous optimization)

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Background
Lecturesubtraction
24
Video Change Detection

Once we have background image/mosiac (trivial for a stationary camera), how do we identify foreground?

Very commonly-used technique, so we’ll spend a few slides on it…

• Background
model
image
(assumed
to have
no objects
• Background
modelisis aa static
static image
(assumed
to have
no objects
present).present).
• Pixels
areare
labeled
(1)orornotnot
object
(0) based
on thresholding
the
• Pixels
labeledas
as object
object (1)
object
(0) based
on thresholding
the
absolute
intensity difference
difference between
current
frame
and background.
absolute
intensity
between
current
frame
and background.

A naive approach
!

I(t)

abs

I(t)

abs

B

B

T

!
T

M(t)

M(t)

B = I(0);
…
B =time
I(0);
loop
t
…I(t) = next frame;
diff =
abs[B
loop
time
t – I(t)];
M(t) = threshold(diff,!);
I(t) = next frame;
…
diff = abs[B – I(t)];
end

M(t) = threshold(diff,!);
…
end

(Note: pseudocode is written for grayscale images)

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Difficulties (I)
BG Observations
Objects that enter the scene and stop continue to
be detected, making it difficult to detect new objects
that pass in front of them.

If part of the assumed static background starts
moving, both the object and its negative ghost
(the revealed background) are detected

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

BG
Observations
Difficulties
(II)
Background subtraction is sensitive to changing
illumination and unimportant movement of the
background (for example, trees blowing in the
wind, reflections of sunlight off of cars or water).

Background subtraction cannot handle movement
of the camera.

ert Collins
486, Penn State

Frame-differencing
Simple Frame Differencing
• Background model is replaced with the previous image.
!
abs

I(t)

B(t-1)

delay

T

M(t)

B(0) = I(0);
…
loop time t
I(t) = next frame;
diff = abs[B(t-1) – I(t)];
M(t) = threshold(diff,!);
…
B(t) = I(t);
end

bert Collins
E486, Penn State

FD Observations
How well does it work?

Frame differencing is very quick to adapt to changes in
lighting or camera motion.
Objects that stop are no longer detected. Objects that
start up do not leave behind ghosts.
However, frame differencing only detects the leading
and trailing edge of a uniformly colored object. As a result
very few pixels on the object are labeled, and it is very hard
to detect an object moving towards or away from the camera.

ert Collins
486, Penn State

Adjusting temporal scale of differencing

Differencing and Temporal Scale

Note what happens when we adjust the temporal scale (frame rate)
at which we perform two-frame differencing …
Define D(N) = || I(t) - I(t+N) ||

I(t)

D(-1)

D(-3)

D(-5)

D(-9)

D(-15)

more complete object silhouette, but two copies
(one where object used to be, one where it is now).

E486, Penn State

Three-Frame Differencing
A neat “trick”: 3-frame differencing

The previous observation is the motivation behind three-frame differencing

D(-15)
where object was,
and where it is now

AND

where object is now!

D(+15)

where object is now,
and where it will be

But its hard to find a
Three-Frame
Differencing
good frame
rate

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Choice of good frame-rate for three-frame differencing
depends on the size and speed of the object
# frames
skipped

This worked well
for the person

1

35

5

45

15

55

25

65

What’s a “principled” way to build background model?
Statistical color models

(x,y)

P (I(x, y)|bg) > threshold

pixel-specific color histogram

P (I) = N (I; µ, ⌃)

P (I) =

X
i

(a) 2-D rendering of 3-D histogram model
viewed along the green-magenta axis.

(b) Surface plot of the marginal density formed by integrating
along the viewing direction in (a).

⇡i N (I; µ, ⌃)

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Online
statistical
learning
(of
say,
mean)
Adaptive Background Subtraction

• Current image is “blended” into the background model with parameter "
• " = 0 yields simple background subtraction, " = 1 yields frame differencing
!
abs

I(t)

B(t-1)

delay
B(t)
" I(t) + (1–")B(t-1)
"

T

M(t)

B(0) = I(0);
…
loop time t
I(t) = next frame;
diff = abs[B(t-1) – I(t)];
M(t) = threshold(diff,!);
…
B(t) = " I(t)+(1–")B(t-1);
end
B(1) = I(1)
B(2) = .5I(2) + .5I(1)
B(3) = .5I(3) + .25I(2) + .5I(1)
..
exponential decay
.

Adaptive background subtraction

Nifty visualizations: persistant frame differencing

FRAME-0

FRAME-35

FRAME-70

Figur
ter (

colored r
(e.g., b
MHI-0
MHI-35
MHI-70
commoda
Use some previous method to identify foreground/background pixelswould oth
Figure
Top
Keyframes
of an foreground
arm
dard optic
Mark each
pixel1.with
therow:
last “time”
is was declared

Robert Collins
CSE486, Penn State

Efficient
implementation
Persistent Frame
Differencing
• Motion images are combined with a linear decay term
• also known as motion history images (Davis and Bobick)
!
abs

I(t)

T

X
M(t)

max

H(t)

255

H(t-1)

max

B(t-1)
delay

B(0) = I(0);
0
H(0) = 0;
loop time t
I(t) = next frame;
diff = abs[B(t-1) – I(t)];
M(t) = threshold(diff,!);
tmp = max[H(t-1)-#,0)];
H(t) = max[255*M(t),tmp)];
…
B(t) = I(t);
end

#

Motion History Images
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Layered model

Mathematical formalism
Layer 0 (BG)

Layer 1

Alpha composite
Ii (x, y) = ↵i (x, y)Li (x, y) + (1

↵i (x, y))Ii

1 (x, y)

Inferring layers, motion, and appearance with EM

Takeaways
•

Bightness constancy

•

Aperture problem

•
•

Small-motion assumption
Motion segmentation

(sparse flow, spatial regularization)
(coarse-to-fine, discrete optimization)
(dominant motion estimation,
background subtraction,
layered models)

